Bon Mots
I’m the same age
as old people.
(That’s weird!)
Recipe Corner
Yes, that’s a 12 lb bag of
pinto beans. They are inexpensive, keep forever and
I have dozens of recipes
where they take front and
center importance. I even
make my own refried beans
for TexMex recipes.
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All the news I see fit to print.
Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one.

News reports you probably haven’t seen that make you ask
WWTD: (What Would Trump Do):

One of my favorites starts
with two cups of beans
soaked overnight. Chopped
sweet onion into the
bottom of a crock pot along
with 1/4 cup garlic bits.
Drain/rinse the beans and
then into the pot. Next
about a cup of chopped
sweet peppers. Can of
diced tomatoes. Chopped
carrots and celery including
the leaves of both. Two
cups chicken broth. Turn
pot to high. After about 2-3
hours fry meat...I use
venison, hamburger and/or
sweet Italian sausage. All
three at once works. I fry
chopped bacon for the
grease when frying the
meat; add the bacon to the
pot too. Layer the meat on
top right from the pan. It’s
done when the beans are
soft and chewy. Freezes
well without losing flavor.

Groups of looters hit two Best Buy stores in Minnesota’s Twin
Cities just after 8:00 p.m. on Black Friday, according to reports.
One of the looting frenzies occurred Black Friday at the
Burnsville Best Buy, where 20-30 suspects rushed the store in
a flash mob-style robbery. The second looting incident took
place at the Maplewood Best Buy, where police say a group of
ten to twelve looters, comprised of adults and juveniles, stole
“high value items,” . June 3, 2020 CEO Corie Barry said “We
are…coming face-to-face with the long-term effects of racial
injustice. Watching tens of thousands take to the streets to
speak out against fear and inhumanity is, on one hand, inspiring
for the commitment it represents….” Guess there are 100%
George Floyd discounts now at Best Buy? AND: Best Buy
offered “mental health resources” and “counseling services” to
its employees after the Kyle Rittenhouse verdict was
announced. Maybe they should issue guns to employees?
The United Nations is handing out free debit cards to illegal
aliens looking to cross the U.S border, according to Todd
Bensman, a Fellow at the Center for Immigration Studies.
Bensman traveled to Mexico and reported that tens of
thousands of illegal aliens are now heading to the border…22%
paid by US taxpayers.
Between car thefts and carjackings (robbery with car theft),
there have been a total of 3879 cars taken, almost 1% of the
population of Minneapolis have had their car taken in 2021,
with 4035 car thefts/carjackings in 2020.
China and India will receive a $2 billion climate aid windfall
despite stopping a COP26 deal on reducing reliance on coal
power. Richer countries agreed to double funding for
developing nations to prepare for global warming. Despite
having two of the fastest growing economies in the world, the
UN designates China and India as ‘developing states’.

OTA (over the air) is free
TV with a pair of rabbit
ears. There is couple dozen
stations available here.
Given the commercials on
them, I really think advertising has gone into the
toilet as well. Most of the
ads are produced with a
sixth grade education
audience in mind. You may
be surprised that a 30 second TV ad on local TV costs
only $35...but then the
production costs are into
four figures. Cable TV is
still asking high prices...for
reports like this:
CNN reports Waukesha will
hold a moment of silence
today, marking one week
since a car drove through
a city Christmas parade,
killing six people and
injuring scores of others.
I don’t think Tesla would
pay them to advertise his
self driving feature?
If you subscribe to any
cable company...you are
supporting CNN. That’s
why they get away with
this crap. They don’t care
about their audience. They
just care about the deals
they make with cable
companies and airports.

-more-

Mal Mots
Your eyesight may
weaken as you get older
but you can see through
people’s bullshit better.
You’re welcome.

For those of you missing Rush Limbaugh...that’s
what he said about open borders. The following is
what he said about the “pandemic”:
“This is a hyped, panic-filled version. It’s exactly how
the media deals with these things to create
audience, readership, interest, clicks, what have you.
The survival rate of this is 98%! You have to read
very deeply to find that number, that 2% of the
people get the coronavirus die. That’s less than the
flu, folks. That is a far lower death statistic than any
form of influenza, which is an annual thing that
everybody gets shots for. There’s nothing unusual
about the coronavirus. In fact, coronavirus is not
something new. There are all kinds of viruses that
have that name”. (Rush Limbaugh 2.24.2020)
In case you’re wondering about those face masks.
Made in China.

Jussie Smollett will finally face a
judge and jury in the trial for his
hate crime hoax, years after a
prosecutor with connections to
George Soros dropped charges
against the disgraced Hollywood
star. Smollett has been charged
with six felony counts related to
filing a false police report in 2019
claiming that Trump supporters
physically assaulted him including
putting a noose around his neck
and pouring bleach on him — in
what he described as a racist and
homophobic attack. The former
Empire star even claimed his
assailants said, “This is MAGA
country” as they proceeded to
assault him. But the entire event
was eventually revealed to be a
hoax that the actor allegedly
staged and paid for as a way to
boost his Hollywood career. His
bogus story was carried by all the
Lame Stream Media…wonder if
they will carry the trial? Nah!

Speaking of bullshit:
Joe Biden nominated a second
lesbian, Alison Nathan, to serve
on the Second Circuit U.S. Court of
Appeals. According to The Dallas
Voice, Nathan is presiding over
the trial of sexual predator Jeffrey
Epstein’s associate, Ghislaine
Maxwell, on sex trafficking
charges. Reuters reported that
the trial requires Nathan to question more than 200 prospective
jurors. She has blocked press
access to evidence because it is
“sensational and impure”. Duh?
If that doesn’t make you
wonder...how about this:
Fired FBI Director Jim Comey’s
Daughter is One of Three Lead
Prosecutors Against Jeffrey
Epstein Confidante, Ghislaine
Maxwell. Ms. Comey was also a
member of the team that was
involved with the “lost” video of
Epstein during his first ‘suicide’
attempt in jail.

Until next week...
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Kyle’s attorney has filed a $60 million lawsuit against
The View “ladies”. Joe Biden will also be sued
because he called Kyle a murderer before Joe was
elected president so he can’t hide behind the office.
Lots more $$$ to come.

Roe vs Wade is being (finally)
examined by SCOTUS. It’s a
state issue, not federal so the
judges will have to come up
with an interpretation of the
Constitution to keep it federal
which I don’t believe they can.

This newsletter is published
Saturday mornings and is by opt in
subscription. Just send me an email
requesting to be added to the list.
Or visit my blog*.
Please feel free to pass it on.

